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Travel Agency Offices 

Section 1:  Permissions 

A company administrator may or may not have the correct permissions to use this 

feature. The administrator may have limited permissions, for example, they can 

affect only certain groups and/or use only certain options (view but not create or 

edit).  

If a company administrator needs to use this feature and does not have the proper 

permissions, they should contact the company's SAP Concur administrator. 

Also, the administrator should be aware that some of the tasks described in this 

guide can be completed only by SAP. In this case, the client must initiate a service 

request with SAP Concur support.  

Section 2:  Overview of the Request Feature 

Refer to the Concur Request: Overview Guide for general information about 

requests, such as what the user sees, what the approver sees, workflow, settings, 

configuration basics, etc. 

Section 3:  Request Configurations 

Not all Request features are available for all Request implementations. 

 

Implementation Is this feature available? 

Stand-alone Yes, Optional 

Integrated with Concur Expense (but not Concur Travel) Yes, Optional 

Integrated with Concur Travel (but not Concur Expense) Yes, Optional 

Integrated with Concur Expense and Concur Travel Yes, Optional 

Section 4:  Overview of Travel Agencies 

Depending on the company's configuration, a company can elect to send an email to 

its travel agency when the user submits a request; when the request is approved; or 

both.  

NOTE: A travel agency is defined as the agency that books travel on the employees' 

behalf. It can be an outside travel agency or a company's internal travel 

department. A company can have multiple agencies, for example, one for 

domestic travel and one for international travel. 
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The administrator uses this feature to define the travel agency (or agencies) and the 

associated email address(es).  

Note the following: 

 

Note 
For more information, 

refer to: 

If the company has more than one agency, the administrator 

can configure the request header form so the user can select 
the proper agency. (By default, the Agency Office field is 
already present in the request header form, and set to hidden 
for both employee and approvers.) 

In addition, the user can choose a default agency (in Profile) 

so they do not have to select the agency for each request. (By 
default, the travel agency information in the employee profile 
copies down to the request header.) 

The default travel agency information can also be loaded via 
the employee import. 

Concur Request: Forms 

and Fields Setup Guide 

The trip segments that are managed by an agency are defined 
in the policy. (Not all segments need to be managed by an 
agency.) Only the segments selected in the policy appear in 
the agency notification emails. 

Concur Request: Policies 
and Groups Setup Guide 

The subject and body of the emails are configured using 
Administration > Request > Workflow, on the Email 

Notifications tab. 

Concur Request: Workflow 
- General Information 

Setup Guide 

The email that is sent to the agency when the user submits a 

request is defined in the request policy. 

The email that is sent to the agency when the request reached 
final approval is defined in the request policy. 

NOTE: These email notifications are not sent when a request 
contains only self-booked (booked via Concur Travel) 
segments. 

Concur Request: Policies 

and Groups Setup Guide 
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Section 5:  Procedures 

Accessing Travel Agency Offices 

 To access the Travel Agency Offices page: 

Click Administration > Request > Travel Agency Offices. 

The Travel Agency Offices page appears, listing any current entries. 

 

NOTE: The agency code is assigned by Concur and is unique to the agency. The 

administrator can use this number to assign a default travel agency to a user 

via the employee import. 
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Creating a Travel Agency Office 

 To create a travel agency office: 

1. On the Travel Agency Offices page, click New. The New Travel Agency 

Office page appears. 

 

2. Enter the appropriate information: 

 

Field Description 

Name Enter the name of the travel agency. 

Email Enter the appropriate email address. Multiple email addresses may 

be entered, separate them with ; 

Editable By Select one or more groups that can edit this information. 

Applies To Select one or more groups to which this information applies. 

Travel Agency 

Language 
Select the language to be used in the travel agency emails. 
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Field Description 

Concur 

Agency Name 

This field is related to the integration between Concur Request and 

Concur Travel. It allows the company to match Concur Travel and 
Concur Request agencies. When creating a request from a Concur 
Travel trip, the field Request Agency will be automatically 
determined. 

A Concur Travel agency should be matched to a single Request 
agency. 

Agency 

Proposal Type 

If the company uses the Agency Proposal feature, select the type of 

Agency Proposal.  

Active Select Yes if the agency is currently active. 

Offline PNR 

Accepted in 
Request 

 Refer to Agency-Booked Trips Automatically Populate the 

Request in this guide. 

agencyUuid Unique identifier of the configured travel agency office. This field is 
a read-only system field which is populated once the new travel 
agency office is saved, and cannot be modified.  

appId Unique identifier of the appId when the corresponding TMC 

subscribes to Concur Apps. Will be provided by the Concur Event 
Subscription Service when a TMC subscribes to the Concur 
AppCenter and will request the use of Concur Request public 
events. This field is editable/optional and should not be used for 
other purposes. 

3. Click Done. 

Modifying a Travel Agency Office 

 To modify a travel agency office: 

1. On the Travel Agency Offices page, either: 

 Select the desired agency name and click Modify. 

– or –  

 Double-click the desired agency name (anywhere on the line - not just the 

name). 

2. Make the desired changes. 

3. Click Done. 
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Activating / Deactivating a Travel Agency Office 

If a travel agency office has been used in Profile or on a request, it cannot be deleted 

from the travel agency list. However, agency offices can be deactivated so they are 

no longer available for users to select. 

 To activate / deactivate a travel agency office: 

1. On the Travel Agency Offices page, select the desired agency name. 

2. Select Activate or Deactivate, whichever applies. 

 

Removing a Travel Agency Office 

You can remove a travel agency; however, when a travel agency is used in profile or 

in a request, it can no longer be removed. 

 To remove a travel agency office: 

1. On the Travel Agency Offices page, select the desired agency name. 

2. Click Remove.  

Section 6:  Appendix – Notes about Specific Features 

Agency-Booked Trips Automatically Populate the Request 

Integrated with Concur Travel 

In order to use this feature: 

• Concur Travel and Concur Request must be integrated. 

• Concur Travel must be configured to use an offline approval queue (described 

below). 

• Concur Request must be configured to accept offline PNRs (described below). 

• Concur Request must be configured to send Agency Email notification. 
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Overview 

When Concur Request is integrated with Concur Travel, there are three basic kinds of 

trips: 

• Self-booked: The trip is booked entirely by the user in Concur Travel.  

• Agency-booked: The trip is booked entirely by the travel agency. 

• Mixed: Some segments are booked by the user; some segments are booked 

by the travel agency. 

With this feature, trips created or completed by the agency can automatically update 

existing requests. This applies to agency-booked trips and agency-booked segments 

in mixed trips. 

Basic Flow 

This is the basic process. 

Concur Request sends an email to the agency for agency-booked or mixed 

requests. 

The agency: 

• Offers the traveler two or three travel alternatives via email from which the 

user chooses one 

• Adds a remark to the PNR with the Request ID (which is available in the email 

sent to the agency)  

The agency can use, for example, a general remark in this format: 

 TRAVELREQUESTID-AB12 

 AB12 is the request ID 

• Adds the remark MODIFIED BY AGENT to the PNR 

! IMPORTANT: This remark is required in order for Concur to remove the 

original segments and for the request to move ahead in the Request 

workflow. 

• Puts the selected trip in the offline approval hold queue 

Concur Travel: 

• Reads the PNR from the offline approval hold queue and imports it as a new 

trip in Concur Travel; the Request ID is saved together with the rest of the 

itinerary in itinerary services 

• Sends the itinerary to Concur Request through the LoadCompleteItinerary 

endpoint 

• Puts the trip in approval hold status; the trip is marked as Approval of 

Request required 
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In Concur Request: 

If an itinerary has been changed by the agency and if the following are true: 

 The Offline PNR Accepted in Request option is enabled for the agency.  

– and – 

 The agency has added the remark MODIFIED BY AGENT and the remark 

TRAVELREQUESTID to the PNR (before queuing into the offline approval 

queue). 

Then: 

 Existing segments are removed if the segment: 

• Is defined as agency-booked (can be a manually added segment or a 

self-booked segment) 

NOTE:  Emails must be enabled on the entity, otherwise former 

manual segments are not deleted. 

– and – 

• Is for air, rail, hotel, or car rental  

NOTE: Only air, rail, hotel, or car rental segments are affected. Other 

information that the agency may enter, like visa information, 

is not changed. 

 New segments are created. 

• The request then moves to the next workflow step, which is likely the 

approver step. 

Benefits 

In addition to saving the time used in making manual changes, this feature provides 

better amount information: 

• The user does not have to enter estimates since the real amounts will be 

provided by the agency.  

• The approver makes the approval decision based on actual amounts, not 

estimates. 

• Any amount-based audit rules will apply or not apply based on actual 

amounts, not estimates.  

Also, it is not necessary for the agency to process confirmation emails when the 

request is approved since the trip is automatically sent to the ticketing queue in 

Travel. 
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Configuration 

CONCUR REQUEST – TRAVEL AGENCY OFFICES 

In Request, the administrator selects Offline PNR Accepted in Request. 

 

CONCUR REQUEST – WORKFLOWS 

In Workflows, the administrator must ensure: 

• The workflow has a TMC Agent step.  

! IMPORTANT: It is not required that the TMC Agent step be placed 

before the approver step; however, it is best practice to place it there. If 

not, the approver could approve a request and not be aware of changes 

are made later by the agency.  

• The TMC Agent step must be skipped for full self-booked request. 
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 For more information, refer to the Concur Request: Processor (Configuration) 

Setup Guide and the Concur Request: Workflow - General Information Setup 

Guide. 

CONCUR TRAVEL – OFFLINE APPROVAL QUEUE 

 Refer to the Trip Approval Travel Service Guide on the Concur Support Portal 

to learn how to set up an offline approval queue. 

CONCUR TRAVEL – PROFILE TEMPLATE 

The administrator must ensure that the profile template contains the login ID. That is 

important for assigning the imported trip to the correct user. The format is: 

Applicable GDS remark prefix then CLIQUSER-<login id> 

 

NOTE: Most TMCs in EMEA do not use profile templates so this line is written into the 

GDS profile by their profiling tools rather than by Concur – but it would be in 

this format regardless. For online bookings, when Concur is not moving the 

profile into the booking, then Concur writes this line in the PNR template. The 

TMC adds the CLIQCID number directly into the company-level profile. 

 Refer to the Concur Travel information on the Concur Support Portal. 

TMC SETUP 

The TMC is required to include certain information in the Offline PNR to support this 

feature.  

 For more information, refer to the Concur Request: Travel and TMC 

Integration Setup Guide.  
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